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ABSTRACT
We live in a world where 60% of the population can speak two or
more languages fluently. Members of these communities constantly
switch between languages when having a conversation. As automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are being deployed to the
real-world, there is a need for practical systems that can handle multiple languages both within an utterance or across utterances. In this
paper, we present an end-to-end ASR system using a transformertransducer model architecture for code-switched speech recognition.
We propose three modifications over the vanilla model in order to
handle various aspects of code-switching. First, we introduce two
auxiliary loss functions to handle the low-resource scenario of codeswitching. Second, we propose a novel mask-based training strategy
with language ID information to improve the label encoder training
towards intra-sentential code-switching. Finally, we propose a multilabel/multi-audio encoder structure to leverage the vast monolingual
speech corpora towards code-switching. We demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed approaches on the SEAME dataset, a public
Mandarin-English code-switching corpus, achieving a mixed error
rate of 18.5% and 26.3% on testman and testsge sets respectively.
Index Terms— code-switching, end-to-end, neural transducers
1. INTRODUCTION
Code-switching (CS) refers to the phenomenon of two or more languages used by one speaker in a single conversation. CS widely exists in multilingual communities, which corresponds to around 60%
of the world’s population [1]. Examples include code-switching between Mandarin and English or between Spanish and English [2,
3]. Code-switching can occur either at an utterance level (extrasentential CS) or within an utterance (intra-sentential CS).
While there are numerous studies on building multilingual ASR
[4, 5, 6, 7], these systems typically assume that the input speech is
from native speakers that do not mix different languages. However,
this assumption is often impractical as speakers are bi/multilingual
and continuously switch between their native language and their language of professional proficiency [3]. Such mixed speech poses a severe challenge to multilingual ASR systems due to different phone
sets among languages, the influence of native language in pronunciation, and insufficient CS training data [3, 8, 9]. These effects are
compounded in intra-sentential CS, which is the focus of our work.
There are promising approaches for building hybrid ASR systems for CS speech. However, these require cumbersome languagespecific handcrafted features like phone merging between languages
for acoustic models [9] and linguistic structures like part-of-speech
tags and language ID for language modeling [8]. Additionally, the
unbalanced language distribution within CS utterances can lead to a
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poor n-gram language model [8], suggesting the need for handling
longer contexts. End-to-end ASR systems [10, 11, 12] are becoming increasingly popular, since they do not require explicit alignments and usually have fewer hyperparameters to tune. Despite their
simplistic design, end-to-end ASR systems need larger amounts of
training data than the hybrid based models leading to inferior performance on data-sparse tasks like code-switching [13, 14]. This behavior is starting to turn around [15] with data-augmentation techniques
like SpecAugment [16] and joint training with alignment-based loss
functions like connectionist temporal classification (CTC) loss [17].
In this work, we propose the use of neural transducers for codeswitched ASR. Unlike CTC, where each output label is conditionally
independent of the others given the input speech, neural transducers
condition the output on all the previous labels. Unlike attentionbased encoder-decoder models, transducer models learn explicit
input-output alignments, making it robust towards long utterances
[18]. In particular, we focus on adapting the transformer-transducer
(T-T) model to code-switched ASR [19, 20]. The T-T model replaces the recurrent neural networks with non-recurrent multi-head
self-attention transformer encoders [21]. Transformers allow superior modeling of long-term temporal dependencies in speech data
[22]. As noted earlier, the ability to handle longer contexts is crucial
for intra-sentential CS ASR. The language structure of a new phrase
might depend on the structure before the language-switch [2].
We summarize the contributions of this paper below:
• We present training strategies and insights towards improving
transformer-transducer models in the data-sparse scenario of
code-switching by extending the model with two auxiliary loss
functions: a language model (LM) loss and a CTC loss (§2.1.1).
• To address intra-sentential CS, we propose language ID (LID)
aware masked training for the transformer-transducer (§2.1.2).
• To leverage additional monolingual corpora, we propose a multilabel/multi-audio encoder framework for the T-T model (§2.2).
On the Mandarin-English CS SEAME corpus, our proposed architecture improves over the previous RNN-transducer baseline [14] by
around 15% (absolute) without using any additional data and by 17%
with only 200 hours of monolingual data in each language (§4).
2. BACKGROUND AND PROPOSED APPROACH
Given an input speech sequence x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xT ), where xt ∈
Rd is a d dimensional speech feature vector and T is the input sequence length, and target transcription y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yL ), where
yl ∈ V is the output label and L is sequence length, the transducer
loss [11] models the posterior of the output label sequence as the
marginalization over all possible alignments z ∈ Z(x, y) :
P (y|x) =
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Fig. 1. Proposed Transformer-Transducer Model for Code-Switching
where Z(x, y) ⊂ {V ∪ φ}T +L corresponds to all possible values
y can take in the alignment path (x, y) following the transducer lattice [23]. A valid alignment path after removing the blank symbol φ
and merging repeating non-blank symbols gives the target sequence
y. y1:li−1 corresponds to the non-blank labels chosen in the alignments till zi . The transducer model consists of three components for
parameterizing P (z|x) – a label encoder, an audio encoder, and an
alignment network. The label encoder encodes the output sequence
y1:li−1 as lh, the audio encoder encodes the input audio frames x1:T
as ah and the alignment network prepares the output lattice z given
the audio encoder and label encoder outputs using a joint network.
When transducer models were first introduced (RNN-T), the
audio and label encoders used Long Short-Term Memory models (LSTMs) [11]. More recently, they have been replaced with
transformer encoders [21] in the transformer-transducer model (TT) [19, 20]. The joint network uses feed-forward layers and a
tanh non-linearity to transform the label and audio encodings to
lie on orthogonal axes, resulting in an output lattice of the shape
(T, L, V ∪ φ). For simplicity, we ignore the extra φ label encoding
added to the beginning of every utterance (more details in [11]).
Next, we describe our proposed adaptations of the transformertransducer model to CS data. First, we present a modification to the
training of the T-T model that serves to handle the ‘data-sparsity’
and ‘intra-sentential’ aspects of code-switching. Next, we propose
multi-label and multi-audio encoders to leverage monolingual corpora. Figure 1 presents the schematics of our proposed architecture.
2.1. Training Transformer-Transducer for Code-Switching
We use the vanilla T-T model as the base model towards training a
CS ASR system. For all our models, we use two data augmentation
strategies: three-way speed perturbation [24] and SpecAugment [16]
2.1.1. CTC and LM Joint Training
Collecting code-switched data is expensive, making data-sparsity a
challenge when training code-switched ASR models. To overcome
this issue, we jointly train the audio and label encoders towards auxiliary tasks along with the standard transducer loss (FTransducer ) .
The task of the audio encoder is to learn frame-level audio
representations. Audio encoders trained solely with the CTC loss
learns such conditionally independent frame-level representations
with low amounts of training data [7, 25]. Additionally, previous
work has demonstrated the effectiveness of the CTC loss in learning

better alignments when pre-training in transducers [26] and jointtraining in encoder-decoder models [17]. Taking motivation from
these works, we use the CTC loss (FCTC ) as an auxiliary task to
provide supervision to the audio encoder.
Similarly, the task of the label encoder is to encode the past context, which is used in predicting the next word during alignment with
the transducer loss. Setting aside the audio alignment (which is done
using the alignment network), the label encoder’s task is very similar
to that of the language model, allowing us to use the the next word
prediction task (FLM ), as an auxiliary task for providing supervision to the label encoder. Using the two auxiliary tasks, our overall
objective function is defined as follows:
Fobj = FTransducer (X, Y ) + λCTC FCTC (X, Y ) + λLM FLM (Y )
where λCTC and λLM are tunable weights assigned to the auxiliary
tasks. The left side of the Figure 1, presents the overall transducer
model being used for our experiments. We use this model for all our
experiments when training on code-switched data. The ablations for
individual objective functions are discussed in §4.1.
2.1.2. LID aware Masked Training of Label Encoder
Intra-sentential CS can be a big challenge for transducer models as
the alignment network and the label encoder have to learn alignments
for different languages and learn when to switch between languages
for next word prediction. To counter this, we propose two modifications to the training process of the transducer network:
• Randomly masking target tokens in the label encoder: The
mask tag will help the alignment network to focus on learning
audio alignments independent of the target token. Additionally,
in conversational speech (our target use case), the mask tags can
help label encoder to rely less on the entire history. This approach
could be thought of as analogous to learning back-off language
models or ensembles of language models.
• Adding an LID tag to the target sequence whenever there is
a switch in the language: The LID tags help the label encoder
language switches within an utterance. Additionally, they teach
the alignment network which language it is currently working on.
The motivation behind the masking strategy comes from systematic dropout used for language modeling [28, 29]. Like SpecAugment [16], we employ a similar strategy by randomly masking 40%
of the text during training. Each masked word is replaced by a
<mask> token. For the LID tags, we add <en> or <man> tag for
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Table 1. Results presenting the overall performance (% MER) of our proposed transformer-transducer model. The best performing transducer
models are highlighted. Results from previous papers and our own implementation of the Att Enc-Dec are shown for comparison.

the start of an English segment or Mandarin segment respectively.
The ablations for individual techniques will be discussed in §4.2.
2.2. Leveraging Monolingual Corpora for Code-Switched ASR
Although procuring CS data is difficult, it is relatively easier to find
large monolingual corpora of the languages present. However, utilizing these monolingual corpora is challenging [30] owing to factors
like pronunciation shift, accent shift and phone influence that occur
in code-switched data [9, 31]. Previous work [15, 32] has attempted
different strategies to overcome this issue. Inspired by the model
in [15], we propose a multi-label/multi-audio encoder for handling
monolingual corpora in transformer-transducer, as depicted on the
right side of Figure 1. Here, we have individual audio and label
encoders for each language present in the CS data. Each encoder accepts monolingual data in its respective language as well as CS data.
The information from them are combined using a sigmoid gate:
hen = encoderen (x);
hman = encoderman (x)
man
en
αenc = sigmoid(wα (tanh(wenc
(hman ) + wenc
(hen )))
man
en
h = αenc ∗ h + (1 − αenc ) ∗ h
We learn the gate only for code-switched data and force the gate to
1 if the input is Mandarin only and 0 for English only. This is done
automatically for each mini-batch. This allows us to train on all the
data (monolingual and code-switched) jointly end-to-end, without
the need for pre-training the individual encoders, as needed in [15].
In order to get improved results over the target dataset, the last few
thousand updates are only from the CS corpora. We use this model
when leveraging monolingual data and the contribution of the multilabel encoder and multi-audio encoder has been studied in §4.3.
3. DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
All our transformer-transducers models are implemented using the
ESPnet library [33]. We follow the standard data prep in [33], where
we use global mean-variance normalized 83 log-mel filterbank and
pitch features from 16kHz audio. We augment the data with speed
perturbation of 0.9 and 1.1. For SpecAugment, we use the SS augmentation policy presented in [16]. For the audio encoder, we subsample the input features by a factor of 4 using convolutions [33],
followed by 12 transformer encoder blocks with 1024 feed-forward
dim and 512 attention dim with 8 attention heads and a dropout
of 0.1. For the label encoder, we use 4-layer transformer encoder
blocks with the same dimensions, with an attention dropout of 0.5, a
positional-embedding dropout of 0.1, and a dropout of 0.3 for all

other components. We mask 40% of the tokens in the label sequence for each utterance during training, and set λCTC = 0.5 and
λLM = 0.4. We train our models with an effective mini-batch size of
192 utterances. We use the Adam optimizer with the inverse square
root decay learning rate schedule presented in [33] with transformerlr set to 2.0 and 25K warmup steps. We keep a validation loss patience of 5, after which we stop training. For decoding, we use the
beam-search algorithm described in [11] with a beam size of 20.
SEAME Corpus: For our experiments, we use the SEAME corpus [34], a conversational Mandarin-English CS corpus collected in
Singapore, consisting of around 134 speakers (100 hours). We hold
out 6 speakers (4.7 hours) from the training data as our development
set to do hyper-parameter tuning and for studying ablations. The
SEAME corpus has two official test sets, testman and testsge , each
consisting of 10 speakers. The testman is biased towards Mandarin
speech and testsge towards English. In the SEAME corpus, we have
≈ 2.5K Mandarin characters. We use subword-nmt [35] to convert
the English target vocabulary to have a similar target size by doing
2K byte-pair encoding (BPE) merges. We run the BPE merges after
splitting English into individual words to avoid merges with Mandarin, which can be present in the context due to code-switching.
Monolingual Corpora: We use the open-source AISHELL-1 [36],
a 150-hour Mandarin speech corpus, as our monolingual Mandarin
dataset and TEDLIUMv2 [37], a 211-hour English speech corpus,
as the monolingual English dataset. Each dataset consists of highquality 16kHz data with the baseline ESPnet [33] word error rate
numbers below 10% on both datasets. We prepare 4K English BPE
units to match the ≈ 4K character set for Mandarin on the combined
monolingual and CS corpora.
Evaluation: We evaluate our models with Mixed Error Rate
(MER), which refers to the standard WER metric but computes
edits at the character-level for Mandarin and word-level for English.
We use the NIST sclite scoring script to score the models and report
all numbers without any post-normalization for either languages.
4. RESULTS
Table 1 presents the overall performance of our proposed transformertransducer model. We can see that our proposed model improves
over the previously published transducer model by 13.1% and 17.2%
absolute MER over the two test sets, testman and testsge , without using any monolingual training data. Our base transformer-transducer
model also performs considerably better than most attention-based
encoder-decoder models on this dataset and comes close to the best
model [15] and our implementation of the same. We also see that
using monolingual data with the proposed multi-label encoder can

T-T Model
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T-T Model

Dev Set

Vanilla Transducer

25.6%

Proposed Transducer Model

23.4%

+ CTC Loss
+ LM Loss
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+ LIDMaskedTraining

24.9%
25.1%
24.0%
23.4%

Table 2. Ablation showing the contribution of the individual proposed modifications to the vanilla transformer-transducer model.
Model

Utterance

Reference
Base T-T
+ LM Loss

its like wah you waste my time
its like wah WE ALWAYS my time
its like wah you waste my time

Reference
Base T-T
+ LM Loss

读 engineering science then 他
TWO engineering LEH 他
TO engineering science AND HER

Table 3. Example utterances showing how jointly training with an
LM auxiliary loss improves the grammar of the decoded sentence.

improve the model further, giving us an MER of 18.5% and 26.3%
on testman and testsge respectively.
4.1. CTC and LM Joint Training
Table 2 shows the improvements in the development set by using
CTC and LM loss as auxiliary loss functions along with the transducer loss. We see that CTC loss improves the dev set MER from
25.6% to 24.9%. Although using LM loss causes a drop in performance, it actually helps stabilize the training of these models. With
the use of LM loss, we are able to double our learning rate, reducing
the convergence time from ≈ 24 hours to ≈ 15 hours. We also see
in Table 3 that joint training with LM loss makes the model output
grammatically coherent. This is true even though we use the LM
loss during training and do not perform any LM rescoring.
4.2. LID aware Masked Training
Table 2 also presents the contribution of masked training with and
without LID tags. We see that just the masked training improves the
transducer model by around 1% MER, and with the LID tags, it improves further by 0.6% MER. We noticed that by incorporating only
LID tags, as done in [13], our model has a negligible change in performance, indicating that our vanilla model is already well trained.

+ Multi Audio Encoder
+ Multi Label Encoder

23.1%
22.2%

Table 4. Ablation showing the contribution of multi-label and multiaudio encoder when trying to leverage monolingual training data.

leading to better generalizability on code-switched data.
5. RELATION TO PRIOR WORK
This section discusses previous literature that this work takes inspiration from and explains how our work extends from them.
Code-Switching Background The first speech recognizer for codeswitched data [38] was trained on the SEAME corpus [34]. They
looked at phone-merging techniques to handle the two languages in
acoustic modeling, explored further in [9, 31], and generating codeswitched text data for language modeling, studied more in [39, 32].
Since then, different approaches have been applied to improve codeswitched speech recognition like speech chains [40], transliteration
[41], and translation [42]. Authors in [43, 14] focus on tracking
the language switch points, similar to our LID aware training. To
leverage monolingual data, different techniques have been proposed
like constrained output embedding [13], multi-encoder-decoder networks [15] and LID integrated acoustic modeling [30].
Transducer Loss Background Transducer models are widely used
for online speech recognition for its streaming capabilities and low
memory footprint [44, 45, 46]. The transducer loss is an alignmentbased loss that does the task equivalent of cross-attention in encoderdecoder models [47], making it useful in generating closed captioning [26, 45]. With the introduction of self-attention based transformer models [21] and data augmentation techniques like SpecAugment [16], transducers have also seen competitive performance to
the attention-based encoder-decoder models [19]. With transducer
models, CTC loss has been primarily studied as a pre-training objective [26, 18]. This process requires a fine-tuning phase which can
be cumbersome due to the decisions involved in neural-network optimization like learning rate, optimizer, etc. SpecAugment [16] further
increases the complexity while pre-training as the audio encoder is
already invariant to the noise [48]. The label encoder in transducers
behaves like a language model that can benefit from large amounts
of text data [11]. Due to the code-switching nature of our task, obtaining text data is difficult; instead, we use the next word prediction
task as a joint training objective.
6. CONCLUSION

4.3. Multi-Label/Multi-Audio Encoder
Table 4 shows the ablation of multi-label and multi-audio encoders
for leveraging monolingual training data. We see that the multi-label
encoder improves considerably over our best transformer-transducer
model. We do not observe significant improvement when using the
multi-audio encoder likely because it is difficult to learn language
boundaries in the acoustic space. We also noticed that using both
multi-audio and multi-label encoder does not cascade the improvements. We believe that using larger corpora, as in [15], could help
overcome this issue by making the audio encoders learn better acoustic representations and expose the model to a wider set of speakers,

In this paper, we present a transformer-transducer model for codeswitched speech recognition. We show significant improvements
over the previous transducer model and perform at par with the best
attention-based encoder-decoder and LF-MMI based hybrid models. We propose modifications to improve transformer-transducers
training towards the data-sparse and intra-sentential nature of codeswitched corpora. Additionally, we propose a multi-label/audio encoder framework to leverage monolingual data to improve recognition performance. In the future, we would like to extend this mechanism to further train with unlabeled audio from either monolingual
or code-switched sources in an unsupervised manner.
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